Use a dictionary to define the word competition.

Write the syllables of the word competition inside the hands.

Which word class does the word competition belong to?

- noun
- verb
- adjective
- adverb
- conjunction
- pronoun
- preposition
- determiner

Trace the word competition.

Which letter from the word competition is missing below?

Complete the word competition.

compe____  _____ition  _____et_____  com_____it____

Write your own statement containing the word competition as a noun.

Add the word competition to these sentences.

I won a prize in the poetry ____________.

Will you enter the fancy dress ____________?

Greta always wins the singing ____________.

___________ can be fun – the taking part is more important than winning.

Edit and improve these words so that they correctly spell the word competition.

compertision  competotion  competishun

How many smaller words can you make using the letters from the word competition?
Add the word **conscience** to these sentences.

Why do you have a guilty __________?  
Will has a clear __________.  
Your __________ is your sense of right and wrong.  
I don’t want that on my __________.

Which word class does the word **conscience** belong to?  
noun | verb | adjective
---|---|---
adverb | conjunction | pronoun
preposition | determiner

Trace the word **conscience**.

Write the syllables of the word **conscience** inside the hands.

Write a synonym and an antonym for the word **conscience**.

**Synonym:** __________

**Antonym:** __________

Write your own statement containing the word **conscience** as a noun.

Complete the word **conscience**.

**con________**  **________ence**  **____ci____**  **con_____en_**

Edit and improve these words so that they correctly spell the word **conscience**.

**conshunce**  **consiance**  **conscience**
Add the word **conscious** to these sentences.

**Mrs Strawn is __________ of the problem.**

**The boxer was hurt but still __________.**

**Were you __________ of anyone watching you?**

**I felt self-________ during the performance.**

Write the syllables of the word **conscious** inside the hands.

Which letter from the word **conscious** is missing below?

Which word class does the word **conscious** belong to?

- noun
- verb
- adjective
- adverb
- conjunction
- pronoun
- preposition
- determiner

Trace the word **conscious**.

Write a synonym and an antonym for the word **conscious**.

**Synonym:** __________

**Antonym:** __________

Complete the word **conscious**.

**con_________  _______ous  _____sc_____  co_____io**

Write your own statement containing the word **conscious** as an adjective.

**Edit and improve these words so that they correctly spell the word **conscious**.**

- conshus
- consious
- contsious
Add the word **controversy** to these sentences.

The government tries to avoid __________.

There was __________ about the new shop.

___________ is often reported in the local news.

Will there be __________ about our decision?

Write the syllables of the word **controversy** inside the hands.

Which letter from the word **controversy** is missing below?

Which word class does the word **controversy** belong to?

- noun
- verb
- adjective
- adverb
- conjunction
- pronoun
- preposition
- determiner

Trace the word **controversy**.

Write a synonym and an antonym for the word **controversy**.

**Synonym:** __________

**Antonym:** __________

Complete the word **controversy**.

contro______  _____versy  ____rov____  con____er____

Write your own statement containing the word **controversy** as a noun.

Edit and improve these words so that they correctly spell the word **controversy**.

controversy  contraversie  controversy
Statutory Spelling Word Activity Mat: convenience

Add the word **convenience** to these sentences.

Daffyd bought milk at the _____________ store.

Please come to my office at your earliest _________________.

The telephone is a _________________.

Do you know where the local ________________ shop is?

Write the syllables of the word **convenience** inside the hands.

Which letter from the word **convenience** is missing below?

- o
- n
- e
- v
- c

Which word class does the word **convenience** belong to?

- noun
- verb
- adjective
- adverb
- conjunction
- pronoun
- preposition
- determiner

Trace the word **convenience**.

Convenience

Complete the word **convenience**.

conven____  ______ience  _____eni____  con____ie____

Write your own statement containing the word **convenience** as a noun.

______________________________________________________________________

Write a synonym and an antonym for the word **convenience**.

**Synonym:** ____________

**Antonym:** ____________

Edit and improve these words so that they correctly spell the word **convenience**.

convenience  connvenience  conveniense